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Depuis quelques années, il devient plus qu évidement,
pour qui sait observer, qu’une évolution paradoxale se
prépare dans le développement de notre intellectualité
nationale. Avec l’engouement pour la science positive,
avec les enthousiasmes quelle avait suscités dès son
baptême, agonise, râle, se meurt l’esthétique qui était
née d’elle.
Georges-Albert Aurier, “Les Symbolistes”1

for the Society for Literature and Science in Austin, Texas, in
2004, which in turn was stimulated by interdisciplinary litera
ture of the last twenty years that challenges the implication of
Aurier’s argument.4 The original four panelists, Barbara Larson,
Martha Lucy, Maria E. Di Pasquale, and Allison Morehead,
hâve each written articles. Contributions by Mark S. Morrisson,
Anne Byrd, and myself round out the issue. The seven essays
discuss well-known Symbolists such as Auguste Rodin, Odilon
Redon, Paul Gauguin, Joséphin Péladan, and the Nabis;5 artists
working close to the Symbolist milieu, such as Paul Cézanne;
and pseudo-scientific illustrators whose images penetrated Sym
bolist circles. Theosophy and Spiritualism arc highlighted here
as popular religio-philosophical movements, which widely dis
seminated “scientific” visual proof of their worldviews through
their influential publications.
Like others in this period, Symbolists struggled with
changes in the post-Enlightenment world, in particular with the
shift towards increasing secularization. Many reacted to these
changes with a sense that civilization was declining. Max Nordau’s important 1892 publication Entartung {Dégénérescence,
1894) claimed that avant-garde art, including Symbolism, was
symptomatic of social degeneracy, and he quoted from the Sym
bolist critic Jules Bois and cited the misty portraits by Symbolist
Eugène Carrière as evidence of the confused thinking suffered
by “hysterical” artists.6 While avant-garde culture represented a
sign of “degencration” for Nordau, for the Symbolists it offered
a method of rejuvenation. Their goal of renewing Western art
would be achieved through the scarch for humanity’s primitive
roots and ancient knowledge, an area that was simultaneously
being investigated by scientists during the nineteenth century.
Some Symbolists responded to this perceived decay by
turning to marginal religio-philosophies, such as Theosophy
and Spiritualism, as a path to renewal. These unorthodox, 'pop
ular” religions were often made more acceptable by employing
éléments from science as legitimizing devices. Contemporary
théories from biology, psychology, chemistry, physics, and neurology were grafted onto metaphysical worldviews in order to
uncover their intuited scientific foundation. Sometimes, this
meant referring back to earlier scientific practices, such as what
is now referred to as “Romantic science,” practices that were
less materialistic than Positivism. Reference was also made to
even older models of science, which by the nineteenth century
had been degraded to “occult sciences.” Similarly, some artists
searched for the enchanting éléments in new scientific théories.
Théories that dealt with the origin and development of the
universc lent themselves to the “re-enchantment” of science.
Attcmpting to legitimize religious philosophies by either
looking for their scientific foundations or searching for proof

In 1892, the influen tial art critic Georges-Albert Aurier penned
an important article on the French Symbolists, in which he set
up a dichotomy between scientism and metaphysics.2 Symbolist
artists, hc stated, rejected scicntific observation in favour of the
imagination. And so began almost one hundred years of scholarship that for the most part accepted this polemic of assuming
that the Symbolists werc opposed to science and suspicious of
nature. Ehe notion that science had littlc place within Symbolist
theory meant that the Symbolists were more often than not describcd as being out of touch with the “progressive,” or modem
éléments of nineteenth-ccntury Europe.
While French Symbolists did, for the most part, take an escapist stance towards modernity, they did not reject ail aspects
of modem life, and many followed and employed developments
in science. As scientific disciplines professionalized during the
nineteenth century, positivist doctrine was disseminated through
journals such as La Nature and through the publications of scien
tific popularizers like the astronomer Camille Flammarion, lhese
texts, along with the emergence of science muséums, promoted
the empirical method of expérimentation and the importance
of indisputable documentary proof in the form of scientific il
lustrations and photographs. The Symbolists utilized scientific
methods in two main ways: to legitimize metaphysical ideas by
demonstrating that these ideas had a scientific foundation, or alternatively, to demonstrate that scientific théories were, at their
core, metaphysical in nature. The art critic Camille Mauclair used
the phrase “scientific symbolism” {le symbolisme scientifique) to
sum up the attempts by Symbolists and other artists to reconcile
science and religion during this period.3 The efforts to make transcendental ideas seem more scientific often retained the structure
of a theological order, but with scientific or pseudo-scientific laws
replacing beliefs bascd on faith. Science and art were both perceived as regenerative forces during the late nineteenth century.
The Symbolists shared a common goal with the earlier Romantic
movement: to seek scientific proof of a harmonious natural order.
This spécial issue of RACAR addresses fin-de-siècle French
artists’ interest in and understanding of scientific théories, as
wcll as their connections with the scientific community. The
idea for this issue grew out of a conférence session I organized
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of a divine pattern within scientific théories was part of the hybrid culture of religion and science that thrived in Paris during the 1890s. Camille Flammarion gravitated to Spiritualism
{Spiritism) and suggested it was a scientific religion.? Alongside
his more mainstream publications on astronomy, Flammarion
produced an impressive body of work on Spiritualism and the
“unknown,” intelligent forces that he felt directed the universe.8
Being a Spiritualist and a scientist was not a contradiction for
Flammarion because the Spiritualist movement, which acceptcd
that personality continued after death, conceived of and promoted itself as scientific, fashioning séances as experiments and
spirit photographs as scientific illustrations.9 Theosophists also
groundcd their théories in science, whether it was Helena Blavatsky’s reliance on evolutionary theory to conceive of enlightenment as a form of spiritual évolution and involution or Annie
Besant’s application of the principals of experimental chemistry
to her astral, illustrated psychic experiments. While Flammar
ion and Blavatsky sought a new religion whose fundamental
truths were provable by scientific laws, Joséphin Péladan, the art
critic who revivcd the Ordre de la Rose+Croix, looked for the
scientific base of traditional Catholicism, which he foutid in the
occult sciences.
“Scientizing” religion was onc common trope. Hie other
clement of this hybrid culture of science and religion was the
process of making science itself wondrous, by using its empirical methods to uncover definitive proof about the divinity or
the unity of the Cosmos. According to historian Peter Bowler,
continuing into the twentieth century, many fn-de-siècle scientists were promoting Jean Baptiste Lamarck’s and Etienne Geof
froy Saint-Hilaire’s older and deeply entrenched evolutionary
théories, which were doser to natural theology in their emphasis on common descent, progression, and vitalism, over Charles
Darwin’s more random natural sélection.10 As we will see in the
articles below, to be ablc to uncover a unitary Cosmos and unveil the occult knowledge once privy to ancient humanity was a
goal for many Symbolists. Redon’s fascination with the mutable
and formless quality of basic cellular life was a search for pri
mordial knowledge. Symbolist writer and critic Jules Bois used
his éducation in psychology to corne to terms with the extraindividual powers he sensed were available through studying the
unconscious mind. For Bois and for his fellow Symbolist writer
Maurice Maeterlinck, the unconscious was the source of the
divine, and thus a repository of ail knowledge, past and future.
Similarly, in their book Occult Chemistry (1908), Annie Besant
and Charles Leadbeater investigated the subatomic world for
the visual symbol of the “original matter of the universe.”
Using science to support a romantic goal was bound to
be problematic. Indeed, as much as nineteenth-century science
could be manipulated to support the idea of the unity of ail life
and a supernatural unconscious, this knowledge continued to

challenge the basic Christian notions of a natural order with
humanity in the privilcged position. In their articles, Martha
Lucy and Barbara Larson examine how artists wrestled with the
théories of contemporary science—evolutionary theory in Re
don’s case and neurology in Rodin’s—that confuted the tradi
tional définition of humanness and our status in the universe.
Redon’s indeterminate, but anthropomorphized forms, and
Rodin’s incomplète bodies can be regarded as contemplations
on fundamental philosophical questions about what it meant to
be human. Similarly, Anne Byrd suggests that Cézanne’s obses
sion with the geological proccsscs of Aix-en-Provence records
his struggles with the idea of human évolution in a random,
Darwinian universe.
Lhe rejection of materialism is a characteristic of Symbol
ist theory, but those artists longing for a more spiritual “new
âge” {nouvelle ère) did not ignore ail science as bas been supposed. What this spécial issue will make clear is that scientific
and pseudo-scientific théories were intégral to the production
of some Symbolist art. Each of the authors deals with an aspect
of the scientization of religio-philosophics. These papers utilize
an interdisciplinary approach to visual culture, and investigate
how science was received by artists during the latc nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries in France, lhe images includcd in
the articles are a fascinating compendium of scientific culture
at the turn of the century, including illustrations, photographie
documentation of scientific experiments, and renderings of sub
atomic molécules, ail of which found their way into the Sym
bolist imagination.
The first paper by Martha Lucy deals with Redon’s response
to the theory that underlies the dominant scientific paradigm
of the nineteenth century—évolution. By the 1880s in France,
primitive humans were being imaged by academie artists such as
Fernand Cormon (Gain, 1880) and Emmanuel Frémiet {StoneAge Man, 1872). But as Lucy notes, Redon did something other
than illustrate the latcst archeological information about cavcman, he went further back in evolutionary time to the origins
of life. Redon considcred how evolutionary thought altered
the very conception of body and self. Looking especially at Les
Origines, his lithographie album of 1883, Lucy argues that Re
don’s cast of hybrid créatures overturned the nineteenth-century
idéal of immutable human form created by a rational God. In
Redon’s evolutionary universe, the human body is never sccure;
throughout the album we are confrontcd with abject, indeter
minate beings that seem to anticipate the Surrealist notion of
l’informe. Redon’s créatures struggle with the formlessness and
baseness of becoming, and what is even more radical, they never
reach wholeness or perfection, the norm in nineteenth-century
Western art. According to Lucy, Redon understood the arbitrariness of natural sélection. Redon’s technique of taking forms
back to their initial stages of being, allowing the bodies and
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faces to bc arbitrarily put together, challenged the sanctity of the
human body and questioned the very notion of the unified self.
Ninctcenth-century science confrontée!. the traditional
Christian view of humanity’s privilcgcd place in the universe,
and Barbara Larson’s article discusscs how Rodin reacted to
the changing définition of humanness.11 Larson contcxtualizes Rodin’s innovativc, fragmentary figures by examining the
medical models from the Ecole de Médecine, created during the
1860s, that werc attempts to map the functions and relationships of the body and the brain. Rodin exhibited disconncctcd
body parts and disjointed and recomposée! pairings of bodies
as complétée! works of art in and of themselves. Larson argues
that these pièces demonstrate knowledge of the medical and
scientific advancements in ncurology, such as clcctrophysiology
and Paul Broca’s localisation theory. Rodin’s Adam, with its fig
urai exaggerations—expressive contrapposto, lolling head, and
awkward arm positions-—is a good example of the application
of current medical and neurological théories to bis work. Like
Redon, Rodin contcsted the Frcnch national ideology linking
health and morality, and in doing so both artists also challenged
the idealized image of the human form. Their work préfigurée!
twentieth-century avant-garde artists’ représentations of the hu
man body as incomplète and broken.12 Rodin’s understanding
of a compartmentalizcd brain, which hc learned from localisa
tion theory, lcd him to dcconstruct not only the human body
but also, more profoundly, the human souk
In the third essay, Anne Byrd probes Joachim Gasquct’s
epistemological writings about Cézanne’s late paintings of the
overgrown and scarred Bibémus Quarry in Aix-en-Provence.
The friendship between Gasquet, Césanne, and the Darwinian
naturalist Antoine Fortune Marion during the 1890s is at the
crux of Byrd’s reading. Gasquet equates Cézanne’s physical proccss of painting with the actual geological processes that fashioncel the quarry. Cézanne’s paintings of the quarry in a sense
represent both nature and culture—the geological landscapc of
the quarry, with its evidence of human intervention, and the
manner in which Cézanne rc-presents the quarry in paint, creating it tache by tache. Ihc Romantic notion of culture as a part of
nature was revived during the fin de siècle because of évolutions
repositioning of humanity as part of the animal kingdom.13
Gasquet struggled to understand Cézanne’s art through bis
personal matrix influenced by older French-based évolution
théories and “Catholic vitalism,” in the face of Darwinian thé
ories of natures indifférence, and even more significantly, the
Darwinian message of a purposclcss universe.
Maria E. Di Pasquale’s paper deals with Joséphin Péladan,
the Roman Catholic art critic and leader of the occult-based
Rosicrucian order. The members of the Rosc+Croix saw them
selves as the keepers of csoteric secrets, such as alchemy and
symbology, and they updated their Christian-based beliefs with

Eastern philosophies. The occult movement in general was
widely understood as having a scientific foundation, through
its embodiment of an ancicnt and fundamental knowledge that
combiner! science and spirituality. As Di Pasqualc outlincs, for
Pcladan, occult science was perccivcd as superior to the mere co
alition of the physical data of expérience because it cncompassed
a union of the intellect and spirituality. As an art critic, Péladan
especially reacted against the late nineteenth-century Naturalist
movement, cxemplified within Catholicism by the writings of
Ernst Renan {Vie de Jésus, 1863) and works of art influenced
by Renan, such as Aimé Moroi’s Le Martyre de Jésus de Naza
reth (1 883). The “historical” accuracy of these works made them
devoid of any transccndcntal value for Péladan. His desire was
to reestablish a hierarchical sociétal System that would combat
what he perccivcd as the dégénérative, dcmocratizing influence
of positivism, and to return Frcnch society to its “truc” Gatholic
and monarchie roots, far from the egalitarian and secularist soci
ety that had developed during the ninctccnth ccntury.
Discussions about degeneration were prévalent in fin-desiècle Paris especially because the city was one of the European
centres for studics in psychology and the unconscious. Ihe rescarch ofjcan Martin Charcot and Pierre Janet into hysteria
and the trance state attracted much attention, and the general
public was keenly interested in altered states of consciousncss,
including hysteria.1/1 Both my paper and Allison Morehead’s ex
plore the Symbolists’ fascination with altered and unconscious
states through their investigations into hysteria, and another
condition equated with the trance state—mediumship. Late
nineteenth ccntury Paris was also a centre for the Spiritualist
movement and the connections between Spiritism and the Sym
bolists are abundant.15 By the 1890s, doctors werc diagnosing
médiums as suffering from hysteria, because both hysteria and
mediumship involvcd entering into a trance state. During this
pre-Frcudian period, the concept ol the unconscious was fluid,
and was considérée! by some to be a pathway to discarnatc spirits, to extra-individual knowledge, and even to the divine. Doc
tors may have proposée! hysteria and mediumship as évidence
of fragmentée! minds and social degeneracy, but for matiy Sym
bolists these unconscious states werc routes to creativity, anel
perhaps even transccndcntal knowledge.
Ihe desire to depict the unconscious bccame a principal
goal for Symbolists. In my article, I look at the efforts to inscribe
the unconscious state by examining Symbolist plays by Maurice
Maeterlinck and Rachildc for Paul Forts lheatre d’art, anel the
rclatcel théâtre advertisements by Paul Sérusier, Maurice Denis,
anel Paul Gauguin, ail of which focuscd on rendering altered
states of consciousncss. Tic évanescent formai qualities évident
in the prints produced for the lheatre d’art figurée! this transccndencc of the ordinary bourgeois self through different visual
metaphors of dissolution, anel the style was labcllcd “l’art incon
7
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scient” by Jules Bois in an article of 1897 entitled “I’Esthétique
des esprits et celle des symbolistes.”16 I contend that the repré
sentation of self and the non-self, of the conscious and the unconscious mind, was intégral to Symbolist culture, and I lay out
in this article a common set of stylistic and iconographie prac
tices used to solve pictorial problems regarding this liminality.
Allison Morehead studies the relationship between the unconscious, mediumship, and Symbolist aesthetics.17 She notes
that psychologists’ efforts to apply a scientific paradigm to the interior mind parallels Gustave Kahn’s définition of Symbolism as
“objectifying the subjective” {d'objectiver le subjectif), a succinct
summation of Symbolist aesthetics. Morehead outlines that the
pathological emphasis of the new psychology in France focused
on studying abnormal states in order to learn more about univer
sal psychological phenomena. Morehead and 1 both argue that
trance-states and mediumship were seen as alternative states of
consciousness and thus provided new ways for artists to comprehend the psychological process of creativity. Morehead’s article
examines the medium Hélène Smith’s relationship with the psychologist Théodore Flournoy, which resulted in his well-known
book about somnambulism, From India to the Planet Mars: A
Case of Multiple Personality (1900). This book helped securc the
more positivist interprétation of médiums’ powers as a product
of their rich imaginations, over the pre-Freudian view that speculated that médiums were in touch with the supernatural. As
Morehead points out, both conceptions of mediumship allowed
for the positing of the unconscious as a natural, instinctual realm
where creativity is unleashed. Thèse notions of creativity were
key in establishing the Symbolist myth of the artist as visionary.
The last two essays, in discussing Spiritualism, move beyond individual Symbolists’ art practices into an exploration of
the interaction between Symbolist culture and pseudo-scientific
visual material from popular religio-philosophies. For his con
tribution, Mark S. Morrisson develops a chapter from his recent
book, Modem Alchemy: Occultism and the Emergence ofAtomic
TheoryM in which he aligns science, popular religions, and art
around a common goal: to visualize the invisible world. Mor
risson focuses on Theosophy, which played a significant rôle
in shaping the public perception of occultism in the Western
world during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
As we are increasingly coming to understand it, occultism was
both a part of and a reaction to modernity and thus important
to the development of Western culture.19 The first génération
of abstract artists, Wassily Kandinsky, Piet Mondrian, Frantisek
Kupka, and Kazimir Malevich, responded with veilcd and abstracted images to Thcosophy’s metaphorical union of spirit
and matter as the route to reharmonize and regeneratc Western
society. In his article, Morrisson moves away from comparing
Theosophical imagery with fine art, and looks instead at the
visual culture of the Theosophical movement itself. Morrisson

does not deal with the aesthetics of the Iheosophical images,
which are more propagandistic in nature than artistic; rather
he contextualizes the shared visual culture of Theosophy and
scientific illustrations.
Morrisson lays out how researchers in the fields of chemistry and physics incorporated visual data and détection instru
ments to strengthen experimental methodology, and how these
methods were appropriated by Theosophists. Right from the
early stages of the movement, Theosophists relied on science
to help their popular religion gain legitimacy. The founder of
Theosophy, Hclena Blavatsky, had efiectively utilized the evolutionary model of species adaptation in her seven stages of spiri
tual évolution and involution. But, she also relied on individual
révélation, a common trope of the occult-religions, to transmit
hcr wisdom, a method she would hâve learned in her youth as a
practising medium. Theosophy and Spiritualism overlapped in
numerous ways, including the desire to make these philosophies
seem more scientific. Spiritualism was oriented to the power
of the initiate—the medium—but the movement updated it
self with a positivistic approach by emphasizing the “empirical
proof” of ghosts through the photograph. Theosophy likewise
moved to utilizing visual data in its publications.
After Blavatsky died in 1891, Annie Bcsant, the new leader
of the Theosophical Society, began a sériés of experiments with
Charles Leadbeater to visually record subatomic particles. In
these experiments, as Morrisson explains, Besant validated her
experiments with the two important scientific legitimizers, pub
lication and scientific illustration. Occult Chemistry (1908), the
resuit of these experiments, needed these boosters of visual dis
play because Besant and Leadbeater’s experiments had a Theo
sophical twist—they were donc clairvoyantly. Morrisson places
Occult Chemistry as part of the larger trend of micrographia, in
which the invisible world lends itself to knowledge about the
visible world. The book illustrated a microphysical view of sub
atomic structures such as hydrogen, oxygen, and more even optimistically the “protyle” or primai matter, using the visual tran
scriptions of the clairvoyant expérience as scientific data. Besant
and Leadbeater attempted to employ instrument détection, but
rather than use a caméra or a microscope as the recording device,
they posited the human observer as the instrument of observa
tion. In this manner they updated their Theosophical scientific
profile with théories from physics and chemistry that relied on
the experiment. Yet, in the end, like Blavatsky’s earlier model,
they still turned to the nineteenth-century occult notion of an
expanded consciousness. In Occult Chemistry, the psychic human
being becomes the détection instrument and the recorder ail at
once. The goal of their experiments was to search for subatomic
primai matter from which everything in the universe developed,
akin to the search by Romantic evolutionists for the origins of
life. In his article about the Symbolists, Aurier elaimed that
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ture of science and religion. Kurt Bayertz coined the phrase “spiri-

many nineteenth-century scientists had become discouraged by
the realization that experimental science is less certain than a
poet’s dream.20 Even with his penchant for exaggeration, Aurier was correct in noting that the professionalization of science
in the nineteenth century had not ended metaphysical reverie.
Both Camille Mauclair and Edwin Slosson saw science as prescribing morality and entering the terrain of religion; “Modem
science, instead of killing mysticism... has brought about a revival of it,” wrote Slosson.21 The rise of science created new ways
to legitimizc metaphysical beliefs, and in some cases the perceived boundaries between science and religion blurred. Scientific théories around évolution and organic chemistry spawned
late nineteenth-century revivais of neo-vitalism and Romantic
science, which in some ways kept the metaphysical order, but
replaced faith with so-called natural laws. Science and metaphysics both were seen to be investigating the invisible world,
whether it bc through subatomic particles, X-rays, cellular life,
the unconscious mind, or ghostly materializations. Théories and
illustrations exploring the invisible intrigued artists. A hybrid
culture of Symbolism, science, and religion developed during
the final years of the nineteenth century with artists, scientists,
and religious philosophers ail pursuing the common goal of visualizing the invisible. It was not science, but rather the materialistic explanations of the universe, of the origins of life, and of
the purpose of life that the Symbolists rejected.

tualization of matter” to explain évolution scientist Ernst Haeckel’s
materialistic Monism; Lynn Gamwell has described this phenom-

enon as the “secularization of spirituality”; Lynn Sharp called it the

“rationalization of religion,” and I hâve used the term “scientization” of religion. See, Kurt Bayertz, “Biology and Beauty: Science
and Aesthetics in Fin-de-siècle Germany,” in Fin de Siècle and its
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Britain (Chicago, 2001).
4 Some of this pioneering research on fin-de-siècle art was produced
by Filiz Burhan and Debora Silverman, who hâve demonstrated
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